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Abstract

In his paper we attempt to give a networking solution by applying VLSI architecture techniques to router design for networking systems to provide intelligent control over the network. Networking routers today have limited input/output configurations, which we attempt to overcome by adopting bridging loops to reduce the latency and security concerns. Other techniques we explore include the use of multiple protocols. We attempt to overcome the security and latency issues with protocol switching technique embedded in the router engine itself. The approach is based on hardware coding to reduce the impact of latency issues as the hardware itself is designed according to the need. We attempt to provide a multipurpose networking router by means of Verilog code, thus we can maintain the same switching speed with more security as we embed the packet storage buffer on chip and generate the code as a self-independent VLSI Based router. Our main focus is the implementation of hardware IP router. The approach enables the router to process multiple incoming IP packets with different versions of protocols simultaneously, e.g. for IPv4 and IPv6. The approach will result in increased switching speed of routing per packet for both current trend protocols, which we believe would result in considerable enhancement in networking systems.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shifting from a silicon technology node to the next one results in faster and more power efficient gates but slower and more power hungry wires. In fact, more than 50% of the total dynamic power is dissipated in interconnects in current processors, and this is expected to rise to 65%-80% over the next several years. Global interconnect length does not scale with smaller transistors and local wires. Chip size remains relatively constant because the chip function continues to increase and RC delay increases exponentially. At 32/28 nm, for instance, the RC delay in a 1-mm global wire at the minimum pitch is 25× higher than
the intrinsic delay of a two-input NAND fanout of 5.

If the raw computation horsepower seems to be unlimited, thanks to the ability of instancing more and more cores in a single silicon die, scalability issues, due to the need of making efficient and reliable communication between the increasing number of cores, become the real problem. The network-on-chip (NoC) design paradigm is recognized as the most viable way to tackle with scalability and variability issues that characterize the ultradeep submicronmeter era.

Nowadays, the on-chip communication issues are as relevant as, and in some cases more relevant than, the computation-related issues. In fact, the communication subsystem increasingly impacts the traditional design objectives, including cost (i.e., silicon area), performance, power dissipation, energy consumption, reliability, etc. As technology shrinks, an ever more significant fraction of the total power budget of a complex many-core system-on-chip (SoC) is due to the communication subsystem.

A number of research studies have demonstrated the feasibility and advantages of Network-on-Chip (NoC) over traditional bus-based architectures. This whitepaper summarizes the limitations of traditional bus-based approaches, introduces the advantages of the generic concept of NoC, and provides specific data about Arteris’ NoC, the first commercial implementation of such architectures. Using a generic design example we provide detailed comparisons of scalability, performance and area of traditional busses or crossbars vs. Arteris’ NoC.

1.1 NOC ARCHITECTURE:

The advanced Network-on-Chip developed by Arteris employs system-level network techniques to solve onchip traffic transport and management challenges. As discussed in the previous section and shown in Figure a, synchronous bus limitations lead to system segmentation and tiered or layered bus architectures.

Figure a: Traditional synchronous bus

Contrast this with the Arteris approach illustrated in Figure 2. The NoC is a homogeneous, scalable switch fabric network, This switch fabric forms the core of the NoC technology and transports multi-purpose data packets within complex, IP-laden SoCs. Key characteristics of this architecture are:

- Layered and scalable architecture
- Flexible and user-defined network topology.
- Point-to-point connections and a Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) implementation decouple the IP blocks
1.2 NOC LAYERS

IP blocks communicate over the NoC using a three-layered communication scheme (Figure 3), referred to as the Transaction, Transport, and Physical layers.

The Transaction layer defines the communication primitives available to interconnected IP blocks. Special NoC Interface Units (NIUs), located at the NoC periphery, provide transaction-layer services to IP blocks with which they are paired. This is analogous, in data communications networks, to Network Interface Cards that source/sink information to the LAN/WAN media. The transaction layer defines how information is exchanged between NIUs to implement a particular transaction. For example, a NoC transaction is typically made of a request from a master NIU to a slave NIU, and a response from the slave to the master. However, the transaction layer leaves the implementation details of the exchange to the transport and physical layer. NIUs that bridge the NoC to an external protocol (such as AHB) translate transactions between the two protocols, tracking transaction state on both sides. For compatibility with existing bus protocols, Arteris NoC implements traditional address-based Load/Store transactions, with their usual variants including incrementing, streaming, wrapping bursts, and so forth. It also implements special transactions that allow sideband communication between IP Blocks.

The Transport layer defines rules that apply as packets are routed through the switch fabric. Very little of the information contained within the packet (typically, within the first cell of the packet, a.k.a header cell) is needed to actually transport the packet. The packet format is very flexible and easily accommodates changes at transaction level without impacting transport level. For example, packets can include byte enables, parity information, or user information depending on the actual application requirements, without altering packet transport, nor physical transport.

1.3 NOC LAYERED APPROACH BENEFITS

A summary of the benefits of this layered approach are:

- Separate optimizations of transaction and physical layers. The transaction layer is mostly influenced by
application requirements, while the physical layer is mostly influenced by Silicon process characteristics. Thus the layered architecture enables independent optimization on both sides. A typical physical optimization used within NoC is the transport of various types of cells (header and data) over shared wires, thereby minimizing the number of wires and gates.

- Scalability. Since the switch fabric deals only with packet transport, it can handle an unlimited number of simultaneous outstanding transactions (e.g., requests awaiting responses). Conversely, NIUs deal with transactions, their outstanding transaction capacity must fit the performance requirements of the IP Block or subsystems that they service. However, this is a local performance adjustment in each NIU that has no influence on the setup and performance of the switch fabric.

- Aggregate throughput. Throughput can be increased on a particular path by choosing the appropriate physical transport, up to even allocating several physical links for a logical path. Because the switch fabric does not store transaction state, aggregate throughput simply scales with the operating frequency, number and width of switches and links between them, or more generally with the switch fabric topology.

- Quality Of Service. Transport rules allow traffic with specific real-time requirements to be isolated from best-effort traffic. It also allows large data packets to be interrupted by higher priority packets transparently to the transaction layer.

1.4 ROUTER:

Router is a packet based protocol. Router drives the incoming packet which comes from the input port to output ports based on the address contained in the packet. The router has a one input port from which the packet enters. It has three output ports where the packet is driven out. The router has an active low synchronous input reset which resets the router.

Fig d. Block Diagram of Router_1X5

1.4.1 Router_1X5 Architecture:

This design consists of 6 main blocks. Which are fsm_router, router_reg, ff_sync, and 3 fifo. The fsm_router block provides the control signals to the fifo, and router_reg module. The router_reg module contains the status, data and parity registers for the router_1x3. These registers are latched to new status or input data through
the control signals provided by the fsm_router. There are 3 fifo for each output port, which stores the data coming from input port based on the control signals provided by fsm_router module. The ff_sync module provides synchronization between fsm_router module and 3 fifo s, So that single input port can faithfully communicate with 3 output ports.

**FIFO BLOCK**

There are 3 fifos used in the router design. Each fifo is of 8 bit width and 16 bit depth. The fifo works on system clock. It has synchronous input signal reset. If resetn is low then full = 0, empty = 1 and data_out = 0

**Write operation:**

The data from input data_in is sampled at rising edge of the clock when input write_enb is high and fifo is not full.

**Read Operation:**

The data is read from output data_out at rising edge of the clock, when read_enb is high and fifo is not empty. Read and Write operation can be done simultaneously.

\[ \text{vld\_out\_2} = \sim \text{empty\_2} \]

**Full** – it indicates that all the locations inside fifo has been written.

**Empty** – it indicates that all the locations of fifo are empty.

This module provides synchronization between fsm and fifo modules. It provides faithful communication between single input port and three output ports. It will detect the address of channel and will latch it till packet_valid is asserted, address and write_enb_sel will be used for latching the incoming data into the fifo of that particular channel. A fifo_full output signal is generated, when the present fifo is full, and fifo_empty output signal is generated by the present fifo when it is empty.

If \( \text{data} = 00 \) then \( \text{fifo\_empty} = \text{empty\_0} \) and \( \text{fifo\_full} = \text{full\_0} \)

If \( \text{data} = 01 \) then \( \text{fifo\_empty} = \text{empty\_1} \) and \( \text{fifo\_full} = \text{full\_1} \)

If \( \text{data} = 10 \) then \( \text{fifo\_empty} = \text{empty\_2} \) and \( \text{fifo\_full} = \text{full\_2} \)

Else \( \text{fifo\_empty} = 0 \) and \( \text{fifo\_full} = 1. \)

The output vld_out signal is generated when empty of present fifo goes low, that means present fifo is ready to read.

\[ \text{vld\_out\_0} = \sim \text{empty\_0} \]

\[ \text{vld\_out\_1} = \sim \text{empty\_1} \]

The write_enb_reg signal which comes from the fsm is used to generate
write_enb signal for the present fifo which is selected by present address.

If resetn is low then output (dout, err, parity_done and low_packet_valid) are low. The output parity_done is high

- when the input ld_state is high and (fifo-full and packet_valid) is low
- or when the input laf_state and output low_packet_valid both are high and the previous value of parity_done is low. It is reseted to low value by reset_int_reg signal. The output low_packet_valid is high
  - when the input ld_state is high and packet_valid is low.
  - It is reseted to low by reset_int_reg signal.

First data byte i.e., header is latched inside the internal register first_byte when detect_add and packet_valid signals are high, So that it can be latched to output dout when lfd_state signal goes high. Then the input data i.e., payload is latched to output dout if ld_state signal is high and fifo_full is low. Then the input data i.e., parity is latched to output dout if lp_state signal is high and fifo_full is low.

The input data is latched to internal register full_state_byte when ld_state and fifo_full are high; this full_state_byte data is latched inside the output dout when laf_state goes high. Internal parity register stores the parity calculated for packet data, when packet is transmitted fully, the internal calculated parity is compared with parity byte of the packet. An error signal is generated if packet parity is not equal to the calculated parity.

Figure(f): FSM Block

The ‘fsm_router’ module is the controller circuit for the router. This module generates all the control signals when new packet is sent to router. These control signals are used by other modules to send data at output, writing data into the fifo.

Functionality:

On reset router fsm(finite state machine) will be in DECODE ADDRESS State.

DECODE ADDRESS State:
- In this state if packet_valid = 1, data_in<3, and fifo_empty = 1 then circuit jumps to LOAD_FIRST_DATA.
- In DECODE ADDRESS State if packet_valid = 1, data_in<3, and fifo_empty = 0 then circuit goes to WAIT_TILL_EMPTY.

WAIT_TILL_EMPTY State:
- In this state if fifo_empty = 0 then circuit remains in the same state i.e WAIT_TILL_EMPTY State.
- If fifo_empty = 1 then circuit goes to the LOAD_FIRST_DATA State.

LOAD_FIRST_DATA State:
- If the circuit reaches to unconditional criteria then the circuit goes to LOAD_DATA State LOAD_DATA State:
By default the circuit will be in LOAD_DATA State.

If fifo_full = 0, and packet_valid = 0, then the circuit goes to LOAD_PARITY state.

If fifo_full = 1, then the circuit goes to FIFO_FULL_STATE.

LOAD_PARITY State:

- If fifo_full = 0 then the circuit goes to CHECK_PARITY_ERROR.
- If fifo_full = 1 then the circuit goes to FIFO_FULL_STATE.

FIFO_FULL_STATE state:

- If fifo_full = 1 then the circuit remains in the same state, i.e., FIFO_FULL_STATE.
- If fifo_full = 0 then the circuit goes to the state called as LOAD_AFTER_FULL_STATE.

CHECK_PARITY_ERROR state:

- If the circuit reaches to unconditional criteria then the circuit goes to DECODE ADDRESS State.
- LOAD_AFTER_FULL state:
  - In this state if parity_done = 0, and low_packet_valid = 1 then the circuit goes to a state called as LOAD_PARITY state.
  - If parity_done = 0, and low_packet_valid = 0 then the circuit goes to a state called LOAD_DATA state.

STATE - DECODE_ADDRESS

This is the default state. It waits for the packet_valid assertion. After packet_valid signal goes high, if the address is valid and fifo for that address is empty (fifo_empty signal will be high), data can be loaded, so, it goes to the next state LOAD_FIRST_DATA. If fifo is not empty it goes to WAIT_TILL_EMPTY so that, new data couldn’t be accepted till fifo is ready. The output signal detect_add is made high, so that ff_sync module can detect the address of fifo to be used. detect_add signal is also used by router_reg module to latch the first byte in internal register.

STATE - LOAD_FIRST_DATA

In this state lfd_state signal is generated, which indicates to the router_reg module that first data byte can be latched. At the same time suspend_data signal is made high so that first data byte can be faithfully latched inside the output data register in router_reg module. In the next clock edge unconditionally this state is changed to LOAD_DATA.

STATE - LOAD_DATA

In this state data is latched inside the data registers of router_reg module, for this ld_state signal is generated for router_reg module. suspend_data signal is made low, so that router can accept the new data from input simultaneously, latched data is sent to the fifo and write_enb_reg is generated for writing into present fifo. If fifo_full input goes high then no more data can be accepted by router so it goes to FIFO_FULL_STATE. Data is latched till the packet_valid signal is asserted, when it is deasserted in LOAD_DATA state, it goes to LOAD_PARITY state, where last parity byte is latched..

STATE – FIFO_FULL_STATE

In this state neither new data is accepted nor any data is latched. So suspend_data signal is made high and write_enb_reg signal is made
low. Signal **full_state** is generated for router_reg module. This state changes to LOAD_AFTER_FULL state when fifo_full becomes low..

**STATE – WAIT_TILL_Empty**

In this state neither new data is accepted nor data is latched by router_reg module, So **suspend_data** signal is made high and write_enb_reg signal is made low. It waits for the fifo_empty signal, when it goes high, it goes to the LOAD_FIRST_DATA state.

**STATE – CHECK_PARITY_ERROR**

In this state **reset_int_reg** signal is generated, which resets the status and parity registers inside the router_reg module. Neither any data is latched nor any input data is accepted. Router_reg compares the data parity from packet with calculated parity during this state. This state changes to default state DECODE_ADDRESS with next clock edge.

**OPERATION:**

The Five Port Router Design is done by using of the three blocks. The blocks are 8-Bit Register, Router Controller and output block. The router controller is design by using FSM design and the output block consists of four FIFO’s combined together. The FIFO’s store data packets and when you want to send data that time the data will read from the FIFO’s. In this router design has four outputs i.e. 8-Bit size and one 8-bit data port. It is used to drive the data into router. we are using the global clock, reset signals, error signal and suspended data signals are the output’s of the router. The FSM controller gives the error and SUSPENDED_DATA_IN signals.

These functions are discussed clearly in below FSM description. The ROUTER can operate with a single master device and with one or more slave devices. If a single slave device is used, the RE (read enable) pin may be fixed to logic low if the slave permits it. Some slaves require \textbackslash the falling edge (HIGH\textarrow LOW transition) of the slave select to initiate an action such as the mobile operators, which starts conversion on said transition. With multiple slave devices, an independent RE signal is required from the master for each slave device.

**2. SIMULATION RESULTS:**

**2.1 RTL SCHEMATIC FOR FIVE PORT ROUTER:**

**2.2 INTERNAL RTL SCHEMATIC FOR FIVE PORT ROUTER:**
3. CONCLUSION & FUTURE SCOPE

In this paper, we have presented a set of new data encoding schemes aimed at reducing the power dissipated by the links of an NoC. In fact, links are responsible for a significant fraction of the overall power dissipated by the communication system. In addition, their contribution is expected to increase in future technology nodes. As compared to the previous encoding schemes proposed in the literature, the rationale behind the proposed schemes is to minimize not only the switching activity, but also (and in particular) the coupling switching activity which is mainly responsible for link power dissipation in the deep submicron meter technology regime. The proposed encoding schemes are agnostic with respect to the underlying NoC architecture in the sense that their application does not require any modification neither in the routers nor in the links. An extensive evaluation has been carried out to assess the impact of the encoder and decoder logic in the NI. The encoders implementing the proposed schemes have been assessed in terms of power dissipation and silicon area. The impacts on the performance, power, and energy metrics have been studied using a cycle- and bitaccurate NoC simulator under both synthetic and real traffic scenarios. Overall, the application of the proposed encoding schemes allows savings up to 51% of power dissipation and 14% of energy consumption without any significant performance degradation and with less than 15% area overhead in the NI. we analyze the efficacy of the proposed data encoding schemes on two complex heterogeneous systems.

Future Scope:
In future there is a chance to estimate the power consumption also. The first one, which is mapped to an $8 \times 8$ mesh, consisted of a triple video object plane decoder which has 38 cores (D 38 tvopd) and multimedia and wireless communication which has 26 cores (D 26 media). We assumed a minimum of two-flit and maximum eight-flit packets, deterministic XY routing, and input FIFO buffers of four flits. The time distribution of the traffic followed Poisson’s distribution while random data sets were used as workloads.
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